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Welcome to the new issue of our Club Magazine 'in Miniature'. The new format that was introduced with the last issue seems to have gone done fairly well
with few teething problems. I think most people agree that it is a big improvement over the days of a B/W only printed publication. It is intended to continue
with the same format in future.
The main problem that we have now is that the only contributions so far towards the actual editorial content are by myself and Mick Mirkovic. This means
a steady stream of World War II subject articles orientated towards the RAAF
(with the odd side excursion such as Eastern European stuff) as that is what
both Mick and I are primarily interested in. I thank those people who have already volunteered to contribute an article for future issues, but must make the
request for material so that we can put together a publication that will appeal to
a broader cross section of members. Also any reviews would be greatly appreciated (the editor is starting to run out of ideas as to what to say if he has to continue to write all the reviews himself) !!!
As we have space in this Editorial, I will mention some of the material that will
be run in the Magazine on a regular basis. The 'Eastern Connection' title refers
to a series of articles that I will be doing on machines from the USSR and other
Eastern European countries. This will not only include modern types but also
WWII material. There will be a regular series of articles on WWII RAAF
Fighter and Bomber etc ops. At the moment I am covering the Spit Mk.VIII in
use by various RAAF units but other types will also get a run. I also intend to
run details of competition results and photos of models (including display ones)
on a regular basis.
Only time will tell but I hope to do the 4th installment of the MiG-19 series to
complete the 'Mig Manifesto' series on this type shortly and also run some colour drawings and photos of local Twin Otters schemes in a very early issue next
year. And finally thanks to Mick Mirkovic, Ryan Hamilton, Warren Evans and
Mick Elst and for their assistance with this issue.
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Front Cover:
A pair of shots illustrating 79
Sqn RAAF Spitfire Mk.VIII
aircraft. See the article on
79 Sqn in this issue for
more info.
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ered last issue. The 2 green colour upper surface scheme championed by
Geoff Pentland in his well known RAAF books is not considered to be supported by evidence by most other researchers and is considered to be mostly
a figment of his imagination.

79 Sqn started receiving Mk.VIII Spitfires to replace the Mk.Vs that they
had previously operated at the start of Feb 1945, while based at Sattler N.T
with an advance party in course of movement to Morotai. Most of these aircraft were in the A58-400 to 550 range and were the LFMk.VIII model
(there were a few FMk.VIII machines also in that serial range). Near the end
of the war a few aircraft in the A58-600 to 750 range were also received but
mostly past VJ day.
By April 1945 79 Sqn was fully re-equipped with Mk.VIIIs and operating
from Morotai as part of No 80 Wing RAAF (the Wing's Commander was
Gp.Capt Clive Caldwell with W/C Bobby Gibbes filling the position of
Wing Leader Flying). The Sqn was based on Morotai till the end of WWII.
The pilots transferred their aircraft back to Australia in Oct 1945 with the
unit being officially disbanded on Morotai on 12 Nov 1945. The last commander of the unit being S/Ldr Ken James.

Some of the other aircraft are in a scheme of overall Foliage Green upper
surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces. This scheme was the one favoured
by 452 Sqn for most of their Mk.VIIIs in 1945. Code letters were applied in
White on both schemes with serials in either Medium Sea Grey or Black
(see individual drawings). According to Pentland the 2 flights (A & B) used
White or Medium Green Spinners respectively. However the well known
colour photo of a lineup of 79 Sqn aircraft in 'RAAF Camouflage & Markings 1939-45 vol 2' by Pentland shows White and Light Blue Spinners. As
the early a/c have Spinners in a fairly dark colour (for those not White), I
can only assume that the Green colour was originally used, changing to
Light Blue later.

As stated most of the aircraft operated were in the A58-400 to 550 serial
range. Recent thoughts by RAAF researchers such as Peter Malone from
Melbourne is that these 79 Sqn aircraft were mostly camouflaged in the
scheme of Dark Green & Ocean Grey uppers with Medium Sea Grey lower
surfaces, similar to the scheme that 457 Sqn used on their HFMk.VIIIs cov-

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the
pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when the meeting is held on the 3rd
Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions,
workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages
and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or
write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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On the machines in the Dark Green / Ocean Grey scheme, the upper surface
colours were often carried down low on the nose and on the side of the
Vokes air filter intake. Note however that there is no evidence that these colours were ever carried round the underside of the nose and fuselage as proposed by Pentland. Often there was a small White code letter painted under
the nose, visible from the head on view. The 80 Wing 'Ace of Spades' marking was not applied to the rudders apart from one known example (UP-P see
heading photo) which is believed to be an ex 452 Sqn machine. White wing
leading edge stripes and sometimes White cannon barrels were carried and a
couple of machines are known to have carried the White Tail I.D markings
that 79 Sqn used on their Mk.Vs in New Guinea.
A number of aircraft carried artwork forward of the cockpit. This was usually on the port side only although Len Reid's UP-A 'Hal Far' is known to
have carried it both sides (see photo). Several more 79 Sqn machines including the very spiffy looking 'Avagrog' (UP-L A58-526) are illustrated on the
RAAF Pacific Spitfire website at 'http://spitfirecmraaf.tripod.com' This site
which I meant to mention last issue, is highly recommended as there is much
info there, most of it fairly accurate.
Study of the photos on these pages will show that most of these machines
were fairly worn and faded in their camouflage colours. Due to lack of time I
have not air brushed these drawings to reflect this. I did some experimentation along these lines with the 3 Sqn and Ken Richards drawings in the other
articles, but ran out of time with these. I have however shown the Ocean
Grey colour as lighter than usual to reflect the fact that this colour tended to
fade much quicker than the others in tropical conditions. The 2nd photo to
left of UP-F 'Hava Go Jo' is included to illustrate the position of the code letter that is known to have been carried under the nose on some machines
(hopefully you can just see it on the scan).
Referring to the photo of S/Ldr Ron Susan's UP-X 'AVB 1st' , my opinion
of the colours of this machine is that it is in a worn Foliage Green overall
upper surface scheme, the paintwork having been polished after application
which would darken the colours somewhat. Pentland claimed that this aircraft was painted in a colour similar to Luftwaffe Schwarzgrun 70 but he has
disregarded the fact that there was a fair amount of variation in the colour of
Foliage Green as manufactured. See the excellent article on Foliage Green on
Hyperscale site for further reading.
Finally the serial number on UP-P is given provisionally as A58-436. Although there is a fairly comprehensive list of code/serial tie-ups in an article
by Frank Smith in an old AHSA journal (Jan-Feb 1975) there was no 'P'
listed. I have chosen A58-436 as this machine is an unknown one that was
originally 452 Sqn before passing to 79 Sqn, and is the most likely candidate.

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 79 Sqn RAAF, UP-F, A58-517, Morotai, 1945
Standard Dark Green / Ocean Grey scheme with Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces. Codes are White with Black
serials and Medium Green Spinner. White letter 'F' under nose. Flown by F/Lt Norm Smithell. 'Dumbo' insignia to
port only (currently believed to be in Grey not Pink as per the Pentland books with Yellow name on a White
Cloud). Tail is White (fairly worn - see photos). Note 32" upper wing roundels as per photo on next page

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 79 Sqn RAAF, UP-S, A58-505, Morotai, 1945
Colours are as per UP-A above but with White Spinner. 'Cross of Lorraine' (Red in White Circle) insignia to port
only. There is a fresh patch of Medium Sea Grey paint behind the roundel.
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Spitfire Mk.VIII, 79 Sqn RAAF, UP-P, A58-436, Morotai, 1945
Foliage Green upper surfaces with Sky Blue lowers. Spinner is Light Blue and serials Black. Fin Flash is partly
worn away (see heading photo on P.3). Note 32" upper wing roundels (compare to UP-D with 56" next to it)

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 79 Sqn RAAF, UP-A, A58-522, Morotai, 1945.
Standard Dark Green / Ocean Grey scheme with Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces. Spinner and Codes are White
with Medium Sea Grey serials. Flown by F/Lt Len Reid. Name 'Hal Far' in White on both sides.

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 79 Sqn RAAF, UP-B, A58-492, Morotai, 1945.
Standard Dark Green / Ocean Grey scheme with Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces. Spinner Medium Green. Codes
White with Medium Sea Grey serials. Flown by F/Off Hugh Kennare. Name 'Mac III' in White on port side only.

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 79 Sqn RAAF, UP-R, A58-544, Morotai, 1945.
Standard Dark Green / Ocean Grey scheme with Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces. Spinner and Codes are White
with Medium Sea Grey serials. The last digit of the serial A58-544 has been overpainted on this side at some stage.
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Spitfire Mk.VIII, 79 Sqn RAAF, UP-X, A58-513, Morotai, 1945.
Foliage Green upper surfaces with Sky Blue lowers. Spinner and Codes are White with Medium Sea Grey serials.
Flown by S/Ldr Ron Susan. Name 'A.V.B The 1st' in White on port side only along with rank badge.

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 79 Sqn RAAF, UP-E, A58-508, Morotai, 1945.
Foliage Green upper surfaces with Sky Blue lowers. Spinner Light Blue. Codes are White with Black serials. Name
'Beverly' in White on port side only.

451 Sqn Spitfire Mk.VIII errata
I am running an errata to the 451 Sqn article that was in the last issue . I
made the mistake of assuming that the Spit Mk.VIII with the Kookaburra on
the nose shown by AWM Ref No P0712/54/52 had to be the same aircraft as
BQ-C that was shown by the photos with the Ref Nos either side (i.e
P0712/54/51 & P0712/54/53).

Another look at the photos (in particular P0712/54/51) shows that BQ-C
has what appears to be a Red Spinner, not Sky as was shown on photo
P0712/54/52 (with the Kookaburra). Also the camo scheme in the 2 photos
of BQ-C possibly shows a machine in the Temperate scheme of Dark Green/
Dark Earth upper surfaces with Sky lowers. Thus I have prepared the
amended drawing shown below.

Spitfire Mk.VIII, 451 Sqn RAAF, BQ-C, MT687, Gragnano, Italy, Oct 1944
Dark Green/ Dark Earth upper surfaces with Sky lowers. Red Spinner with Black serials and White codes.
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#/18#gGF'41(.16+8+.'/10564#614
Courtesy of Warren Evans we have some photos of the KA-32 demonstration machine that toured Australasia in 1991. Photos are believed taken at
Bicentennial Airshow. I did not really cover the Civil Ka-32 machines very
much last issue due to the fact that there is an awfully large number of subvariants of this type and the fact that I did not have enough info to do it
properly. I was aware that there was a KA-32 based at Bankstown used for
heli-lift operations and planned to try to photograph it sometime. We will
still try to get some detail shots sometime in the future but in the meantime
Warren has kindly lent the photos on this and the next page.
All the military equipment is removed and the airframe is painted in a Gloss
White and Light Grey scheme with Dark Blue striping. Aeroflot titles are
carried which was common with civil aircraft back then. Now such a machine would probably more likely be in the scheme of the manufacturer in
the days of the post Russian re-organisation.
The shot to the right has good closeup details of the rotor system which is
very useful for those contemplating the detailing of one of the KA-27/28 show (i.e the same show where Warren's photos were taken) and is included
models available. The upper shot to the right (courtesy of IPMS Canterbury to show the position of the Griffin insignia mid fuselage which is mostly obNZ) shows the same machine in flight at the Australian Bicentennial Air- scured on the other photos.
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#/18#gGF+8+.f12'4#6'&$; '8+g+(6
Once again courtesy of Warren Evans are the photos of the KA-32A HeviLift machine that undertakes quite a bit of work around Sydney and is based
at Bankstown. From the titling the machine is apparently leased from Vladivostok Air. The colour scheme is Gloss White with large areas of Dark Blue
with Dark Green striping where the Rego 'RA-31586' is and in the middle of
the tail flash.
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Unfortunately the Airshow organisers at Bankstown where these photos
were taken in either 1999 or 2000, arranged the machine so that you could
only access the side that was in shadow for photography. To see the proper
colours, look at the areas on the upper fuselage that are in the light. Many
useful detail shots for anyone who wants to build a civil version.

G30 756#0)5h6TE756#0)-T 

During it's time serving in the Mediterranean 3 Sqn RAAF flew an incredible
variety of aircraft, the last and probably most effective being the P-51 Mustang. At the start of November 1944, they were based at Jesi in Northern Italy, flying P-40N Kittyhawk Mk.IVs. The first Mustang arrived on the 13th
of November. After several days practice flights, the aircraft were moved to
the new 239 Wing base at Fano on the eastern coast.
From Fano, operations were flown over the Adriatic to Yugoslavia as well as
ground support missions to the Allied Armies in Northern Italy. The initial
aircraft received were Mk.III Razorback Mustangs which were operated in
Green/Grey camouflage. Initially they were probably operated without the
Southern Cross on the rudders although this has not been substantiated at
this stage.
The aircraft were quickly decorated with the White Southern Cross on a Medium Blue rudder, which had been carried towards the end of the P-40N
days. Two aircraft drawn are in an interim scheme with the Blue rudder without the Southern Cross as yet painted on as per the photo of the lineup shown
to right. Some Mustang Mk.III aircraft were operated right to the end of the
war, although as far as I know, none were stripped to bare metal, like the
later Mustang Mk.IVa aircraft.

Yes it got bloody cold during the Italian winter !!

Near the end of 1944, P-5IK (Mustang IVa) versions started to be received.
Some were camouflaged as per the Mustang Mk.III aircraft, but others especially late in the war were operated in natural metal. Camouflaged aircraft
carried codes in white. Natural metal aircraft carried them in either Black or
Medium Blue as per the rudders. Spinners were usually Red, with some being natural metal. Roundels carried were Type C below the wings, Cl on the
fuselage and from photographic evidence available Type C on the upperwing
surfaces.
Early shot of lineup at Fano with Blue rudders but no White Southern
Cross. Includes CV-<> and CV-A
column of Scale Aircraft Modeling April 2001 issue (Vol23/2 P.96).
In recent months there has been an amount of discussion regarding the colours carried by the RAF Mustangs particularly in regard to those serving in
the Italian theatre of operations. This appears to have originated to a large
extent from a letter that Ley Reynolds of APMA had published in the letter

As stated above all the Mustang Mk.III aircraft operated by 3 Sqn were officially camouflaged in the standard European Day Fighter scheme of Dark
Green and Ocean Grey upper surfaces with Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces.
However the story is a bit more convoluted than that.
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The P-51B/C aircraft that were received as Mustang Mk.IIIs by the RAF
would have been in either one of two schemes. Aircraft that came out of the
factory in camouflage were painted in the U.S equivalents of the RAF
scheme. This utilized ANA 613 Olive Drab and ANA 603 Sea Gray upper
surfaces with ANA 602 Light Gray lower surfaces. This scheme is relatively
low contrast for the upper surface colours as ANA 603 is much darker than
RAF Ocean Grey, thus the photos of a/c with such an appearance .
Other machines would have been received in natural metal overall after the
decision by the USAAF authorities to dispense with camouflage altogether.
In these circumstances the receiving Air Forces were instructed to paint the
aircraft in whatever colours they considered suitable. In the case of the RAF
this meant painting them in the standard Day Fighter scheme of Dark
Green/ Ocean Grey/ Medium Sea Grey. These are fairly easy to spot in good
quality photos as the upper surfaces have much more contrast between the
two colours. Also note that one machine drawn (CV-A KH593) is obviously
a repaint job as the serial can be clearly seen to be on a natural metal area
on the original print where it was masked off during repainting.

Later lineup showing CV-<> KH616 with it's White Nose band and
Malcolm Hood

In Italy the RAF was probably happy to operate the Mustangs in the American equivalent colours as the aircraft they were replacing (mostly the Kittyhawks of 239 wing) were already mostly being operated in the low contrast
Temperate Land scheme. In Northern Europe they seemed to have pretty
well repainted all the Mustangs in Dark Green/ Ocean Grey to match the
colours of the Day Fighter scheme that was standard in that area.
Other points to note are that it can be very difficult to tell which scheme the
3 Sqn aircraft are in due to most photos being taken under the poor lighting
conditions of the overcast Italian winter. I have drawn all these machines in
the standard RAF colours but you may wish to use the ANA colours if you
so wish if doing a model of them. Also ignore the other claims in the letter
in Scale Aircraft Modeling of Mustangs in Green/Brown upper surface colours. This is pure fantasy in my opinion.

Porsche, BMW: Driving
us round the Benz

KH616 now coded CV-J and with normal birdcage canopy shortly before
it's loss to a Me-109 on 26/12/44. F/Off Quinn baled out successfully

Mustang Mk.III, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-A, KH593, Fano, Nov 1944.
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey upper surfaces, Medium Sea Grey lower. Red Spinner, White codes & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder but no White Southern Cross. Note serial is painted on a natural metal area which was masked off
when a/c repainted.

Mustang Mk.III, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-<> (Diamond), KH616, Fano, Nov 1944.
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey upper surfaces, Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces. Red Spinner, White codes, Sky fuselage
band & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder but no White Southern Cross. Note White nose band and Malcolm Hood.
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When modeling these aircraft I recommend either the New Revell or Academy kits in 1/72 scale. I do not recommend the Hasegawa kit as the idiots
gave it the larger wing fillet of the 'D' version and it also has ridiculously
shallow wheel wells that could never enclose the wheels in real life. You
may have to make modifications to the base model to install a tail fillet
where appropriate and you will also need unshrouded exhausts as all the
machines that I can find photos do not have the exhaust shrouds fitted. The
Mustang Mk.IVas of 3 Sqn will be covered in the next issue.

This a/c is regularly said to be from 3 Sqn. It is definitely not as there was
never a Mustang coded CV-N during the war

FB244 coded CV-V. This one is interesting as it does not have the usual tail
fillet. Note heavy exhaust stain

Mustang Mk.III, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-J, KH616, Fano, Dec 1944.
Same machine as on previous page but later in it's career, now coded CV-J. The Southern Cross is now on the rudder
and the White nose band and Malcolm Hood are now gone.

Mustang Mk.III, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-Y, KH624, Fano, Jan 1945.
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey upper surfaces, Medium Sea Grey lower surfaces. Red Spinner, White codes, Sky fuselage
band & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The paintwork is very battered in the photo
with much staining and a very prominent exhaust stain on the fuselage.

Mustang Mk.III, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-V, FB244, Fano, Apr 1945.
Same comments as for CV-Y above apply.
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Although our magazine (originally 'News and Views' now 'in Miniature')
has looked at RAAF Mitchells on a couple of occasions, until now there has
been no real overview of the technical aspects of the B-25s that the RAAF
operated. As there are some differences to what is considered in most
sources normal Mitchells (particularly with the B-25D versions operated) I
have put the following together for those interested.
The B-25C/D versions which were the mainstay of Mitchell operations until
the end of 1943 were designed to be used in conventional Medium Altitude
level bombing missions. They did not have particularly heavy armament
(neither forward firing for strafing missions or defensive armament). Although these shortcomings were addressed by the B-25J versions, delivery of
which started in Dec 1943, the concepts had already been proven by modifications made to the earlier C/D variants by various users.
Although the Strafer modifications made by various Air Forces whereby additional forward firing guns were added for use in low level missions (often
in a solid nose which dispensed with the bombadier) are fairly well known,
the other modifications made to the B-25C/D, particularly to boost the defensive armament are rarely mentioned in the available publications. As the
Mitchells operated by 2 Sqn RAAF had these modifications, (as well as
those of 18 Sqn NEIAF) I will cover them in turn.
The B-25Ds operated by 2 Sqn are virtually identical to the PBJ-1Ds of the
USMC that we covered in 'News & Views' vol 11/4 except that our machines
did not have the radar sets (in various positions) that the Marines used. Thus
most of the photos and drawings illustrating this article are of USMC a/c as
these are the best available to illustrate many of the points listed below.

Noseguns
All of the B-25D and J versions used operationally by 2 Sqn had two fixed
0.5" guns (fired by the pilot) mounted on the right hand side of the nose plus
one flexible 0.5" gun in the centre of the nose plexiglass which was operated
by the Bombadier. These are shown by the heading photo plus the first photo
on page 13 (ignore the radar pod as this is a USMC a/c and also ignore the
mention of the central gun being fixed - it was flexible on our aircraft). All
aircraft so equipped also had a tube under the nose seen in the same two
photos plus our drawing from the USMC article, which we believe is designed to disperse the cordite fumes (don't forget that unlike the strafers
there is a Bombadier riding up there in the nose).

12
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Fuselage Package Guns
After locally modified strafers used by many operators had proven the concept, B-25Ds were modified by installing two 0.5" guns in a double gun
pack on each side of the forward fuselage at modification centres in the
USA. Thus the RAAF aircraft were fitted with gun packs designed and
manufactured by Vultee in Elizabeth NJ (the USMC a/c were modified at the
same place). The details are shown by a photo plus our drawing below. Note
also in the heading photo and photo on next page how the packs are mounted
low on the fuselage and are not entirely vertical to the axis of the fuselage.

Waist Gun Positions
These modified B-25Ds also had waist gun positions added either side of
the fuselage similar to those later used on the B-25J versions. Unlike a J
model these were exactly opposite each other and not staggered. The position is fully up against the wing root on both sides as per the two photos of
A47-19 KO-G . This is annoying as it means you cannot take the easy way
out on a model by utilising a J fuselage. It will be necessary fabricate them,
probably by taking resin copies of a J position and then adding them to a D
version model either side.

Tail Gun Position
There was a manned tail gun position added to the modified B-25Ds. A
single 0.5' gun was fitted along with the plexiglass enclosure over where the
gunner sat. A RAAF machine is shown by the thumbnail on page 14 (the
fullsize photo may be viewed on the AWM site by imputing neg no.
NWA0945). It is similar to the USMC example also on the next page, the
main difference being that not quite as much of the rear bulkhead is cut
away.
A canvas or similar cover was often fitted over the base of the gun barrel
itself (as per photo) that covered the opening in the rear bulkhead. This
could be added if desired if you don't want to add all the detail around the
gun mount.

Engine Exhausts
The RAAF B-25Ds being late production a/c had individual exhaust stacks
for each cylinder similar to those used on the B-25J model. If the kit you are
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using has the earlier single collector ring type of exhaust, modification will
have to be made (cheat - use J cowlings).

The 'J' Models
The RAAF also had a small number of B-25Js in service with 2 Sqn. These
had the two fixed forward firing nose guns along with the tube under the
nose associated with the dispersal of cordite fumes. The rest of the airframe
was the same as the standard J model as it already incorporated all the other
modifications that are discussed above.

Final Points
The style of code letters used by 2 Sqn on it's WWII a/c (not just Mitchells)
was fairly unique. It consisted of 45 deg cut off outer corners with the inside
corners being 90 deg square (see photo to illustrate what I mean). These have
never been drawn correctly on any 2 Sqn Mitchells that I know of. The drawings in issue 15/1 were close but are incorrect in having 45 deg corners on
both the outer and inner edges (and the drafts that I was shown had rounded
style letters similar to what is usually incorrectly drawn until I pointed out
that the corners should be angled - but they still got the inside corners
wrong).

14
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K for ‘Kenneth’ and crew
Ken Richards served with 3 Sqn RAAF from when he joined them in mid
1943 to the disbandment of the unit in Aug 1945. From Late 1944 he was
promoted to the rank of F/Lt which he held to the end of the war. Post May
1945 he was the last wartime commander of 3 Sqn with the acting rank of
S/Ldr. During his period with the Sqn, Ken Richards flew the aircraft with
the code letter 'K' as his personal machine whenever possible. He progressed
from initially flying a long fuselaged Kittyhawk Mk.IIa (P-40L) right up to
the latest Mustang Mk.IVa type (P-51K) at the end of the war.
Ken Richards was obviously very skilled at the art of Fighter Bomber operations which the RAAF Sqns with 239 Wing fulfilled exclusively from the
end of the North African campaign. From mid 1943 the Luftwaffe rarely
interfered with the Wing's operations close to the front lines, opposition
coming almost exclusively from Light and Medium Flak.
F/Lt Richards was credited with a direct hit on a 6000 ton ship in Sibenik
harbour on 24/2/1944. On the 5th May he was credited with being responsible for the breaching of the sluice gates during the Pescara Dam raid and
later in 1944 with a direct hit on a Seibel Ferry that was sunk by 3 Sqn.

The first machine that Ken Richards is known to have regularly flown was
FS433 CV-K. This aircraft (photos on page 16 and the heading photo) was
painted in the American equivalents of the low contrast Dark Green/ Dark
Earth upper surface scheme (usually Medium Green 42 (later ANA 612 Medium Green) and a Dark Brown slightly more reddish than Dark Earth was
used). The undersurfaces were painted in a colour called 'Sky Grey' (roughly
#FS36595). Codes were in White and serials Black (much smaller than
usual - obviously repainted). Note flat type wheel covers.

Fellow pilot Maurice Hayes in cockpit of Mk.IIa P-40

this scheme. Once again Codes were in White and serials Black. Wheel
hubs could be either the spoked type or those with flat plates as both were
common on P-40Ns. Note how a fuselage band has been painted out at
some stage with a lighter shade of Midstone. Fairly dirty exhaust stain on
fuselage also.

The replacement for FS433 was a Kittyhawk Mk.IV (P-40N) CV-K FX667.
This aircraft illustrated by a photo on page 16 was in a faded Desert scheme
of Dark Earth (or equivalent) & Midstone upper surfaces with probably Azure Blue lower surfaces although sometimes 'Sky Grey' was retained with
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Above – Ken Richard's Mk.IIa CV-K FS433
To Right – Ken Richard's Mk.IV CV-K FX667

Kittyhawk Mk.IIa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-K, FS433, Italy, Early 1944.
Ken's first machine. Dark Green/ Dark Earth upper surface scheme. The undersurfaces were painted in a colour called 'Sky
Grey' (roughly #FS36595). Codes in White & serials Black (much smaller than usual - obviously repainted). Red Spinner.

Kittyhawk Mk.IV, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-K, FX667, Italy, Sep 1944.
Faded Desert scheme of Dark Earth (or equivalent) & Midstone upper surfaces with probably Azure Blue lower surfaces.
Once again Codes were in White and serials Black. Red Spinner. Note how a fuselage band has been painted out at some
stage with a lighter shade of Midstone. Fairly dirty exhaust stain on fuselage also.

Above are the drawings of Ken Richard's two P-40 Kittyhawk machines. If
modeling these types, MPM do a P-40L in 1/72 scale and for 1/48th use the
AMT kit (with long tail and fishtail exhausts). In the case of the P-40N
(Kittyhawk IV) in 1/72 scale use either the Academy kit or the older Hasegawa
issue. In 1/48th both AMT and Mauve did.

Above – The target for today is…..
Left – Neil 'Stuka' Funstron, another fellow pilot of Ken Richards in the
cockpit of his P-40

16
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The Razorback Mustang III of Ken Richards (CV-K KH522). Note 'K' under cowl.

On To Mustangs
At the start of November 1944, 3 Sqn were based at Jesi in Northern Italy,
flying Kittyhawks. The first Mustang arrived on the 13th of November. After several days practice flights, the aircraft were moved to the new 239
Wing base at Fano on the Eastern coast. From Fano, operations were flown
over the Adriatic to Yugoslavia as well as ground support missions to the
Allied Armies in Northern Italy.
Ken Richards received CV-K KH522 as his personal machine. It was camouflaged in the standard Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Medium Sea Grey
scheme (or American equivalents thereof). On 23/1/1945 this aircraft was
hit by A/A fire while being flown by W/Off Wells. It received Cat II damage which probably required repair at the RSU as there is no further mention of it with 3 Sqn.

2 shots of Ken's first Mustang Mk.IVa CV-K KH723. Note ‘C’ roundel on
upperwing in photo to left
CV-K (KH723 became CV-V at this time) which he used till the Sqn was
disbanded in Aug 1945.
Although some 3 Sqn Mk.IVs were camouflaged as per the Mk.III aircraft,
both of Ken's were operated in natural metal. Roundels carried were type C
below the wings, Cl on the fuselage and from photographic evidence available type C on the upperwing surfaces. Note that KH853 has metal strips
riveted over the holes in the outlet panels either side of the nose as seen on a
few RAF P-51s (see photo). Although no-one has ever explained the purpose of these fully, it obviously has something to do with altering the airflow over these plates.

Ken Richards then received a Mustang Mk.IVa (P-51K) bubble hooded
aircraft as its replacement which was flown according to the records from
1/2/1945 to 3/5/1945. This was a Mk.IVa (P-51K) version as was all the
bubble hooded machines received by 3 Sqn. Thus it has the different propeller of the P-51K version. After 3/5 Ken received a new aircraft KH853 as

2 shots of Ken's second Mustang Mk.IVa CV-K KH853
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Practice for the end of war victory flypast. A natural metal backplate can just be seen in this shot

Mustang Mk.III, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-K, KH522, Fano, Feb 1945.
Dark Green/ Ocean Grey upper surface, Medium Sea Grey lower. Red Spinner, White codes, Black serials & Sky tail
band. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. Note White 'K' carried on Black panel under the nose as per

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-K, KH723, Fano, Apr 1945.
Ken's second machine. Overall natural metal. Red Spinner (forward portion), Medium Blue codes & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. Olive Drab panel on upper nose.

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-K, KH853, Fano, Jun 1945.
Ken's 3rd a/c. Overall natural metal with Olive Drab panel on upper nose. Red Spinner (with natural metal backplate),
Black codes & serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. Note strips riveted over outlet plates as per
photo to left.
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F/Lt Alan Cocks with MN871. Apparently the natives were unfriendly on this day !!

RAAF Pilots in the RAF
By Mick Mirkovic
Mick Mirkovic who along with myself was one of the original 'Gang of 4'
when we resurrected the IPMS (NSW) Branch back in 1983 has been running this series of articles on RAAF pilots who flew with RAF Sqns virtually ever since the inception of 'News and Views' in 1984.
The attached article is numbered as parts 8 & 12 in the series of articles
that Mick has sent me. The article originally appeared in 'News and Views'
Vol 13/2 in 1996/7 but the drawings (then in B/W) did not come out anything like the quality of the Laser printed originals that I gave to our Editor
of the time when they were printed in the magazine.
Now that we have the facilities to print the drawings in colour, I have taken
the opportunity to rework the drawings and rerun the article complete with
some other reference material (read photos of the aircraft). I will be doing
this with a number of our older articles over a period of time where possible.
Steve Mackenzie (Editor)
This article covers a number of Typhoons and a Tempest that were flown by
Australians during WWII. Listed above are the aircraft and details of the
pilots, the individual colour details for each drawing should be read in conjunction with the notes below.

Aircraft Colours (profiles 1-3 & 5-6)
Upper surfaces - Dark Green/ Ocean Grey.
Lower surfaces - Medium Sea Grey.
Fuselage Bands and Code Letters - Sky.
Spinners - as listed.
Serials - Black.
Insignia- Upperwing Type 'B'.
Fuselage - Type 'C1'.
Underwing - Type 'C'.
Fin Flash - Type 'C'
Outer Wing Leading Edge Stripes - Yellow

Aircraft Colours (profile 4)
Upper surfaces - Dark Earth/ Midstone.
Lower surfaces - Azure Blue.
Code Letter - White.
Spinner - Red.
Serials - Black.
Insignia- As per above.

References
'The Typhoon & Tempest Story' by Chris Thomas and Chris Shores (Arms
and Armour).
Air Forces International Dec 1989.
Fighters Defending the Reich by Brian Philpott (P.S.L).

Artwork by Steve Mackenzie from originals by Mick Mirkovic.
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Hawker Typhoon 1b, DN315, 'JE-M', 195 Sqn RAF, Ludlam, May 1943
Flown by F/Sgt Tom McGovern. Standard Day Fighter scheme (note Black back plate to Spinner). Nose Art - White
Cloud, 'Australia' Black. Light Grey Kangaroo with Dark Grey shadowing. Brown boxing gloves with Black detailing. See photo on page 19.
Tom McGovern flew with Typhoon Squadrons 195, 181 and 247 during his service with the RAF and reached the
rank of Flight Lieutenant. He was shot down near Appelhulsen on 19 March 1945 and became a POW for the rest of
the war, he was flying with 247 Sqn at the time. He was still alive and was a Justice in the Family Court of Australia
in Adelaide SA at the time of writing the original article.

Hawker Typhoon 1b, MN871, 'HF-N', 183 Sqn RAF, Merville France, Sep 1944.
Flown by F/Lt Alan Cocks. Standard Day Fighter scheme (with remnants of Invasion Stripes under the fuselage and
wings). Alan Cocks was flying this aircraft when it was damaged by Flak over Calais. He was later shot down and
became a POW on 8 Feb 1945 in Typhoon RB280 HF-W. He served in 181 and 183 Sqns. His later post war history
is unknown to the author.

Hawker Typhoon 1b, JP535, 'XP-A', 174 Sqn RAF, Westhampnett, Feb 1943.
Flown by F/O H.V 'Junior' Markby. Standard Day Fighter scheme.
I don't have any information on 'Junior' Markby other than a couple of photos of him in his aircraft.

Hawker Typhoon 1b, R8891, 'B' (White), 451 Sqn RAAF, Idku, Egypt, Mar-Jun 1943.
Flown by just about anyone who was anyone with 451 Sqn at the time. Upper surfaces Dark Earth/ Midstone. Lower
Azure Blue. Code Letter 'B' in White. Black serials and Red Spinner.
This aircraft was one of three Typhoons flown by 451 Sqn for operational trials under tropical conditions.
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Hawker Tempest V, EJ578, 'US-Z', 56 Sqn RAF, Volkel, Dec 1944.
Flown by F/O V.L Turner. Standard Day Fighter scheme.
F/O Val Turner was flying this aircraft when he got his first of eventually four kills on 29 Dec 1944 by shooting down a FW190
near the Dummer See, Germany. He also shot down 2 V-1s over Britain also with 56 Sqn. He was awarded the DFC but his post
war history is unknown to the author.

Hawker Typhoon 1b, JP961, 'JX-U', 1 Sqn RAF, 22 Dec 1943.
Flown by W/O J.Wyatt. Standard Day Fighter scheme.
W/O Wyatt flew this aircraft when he had an engine failure while on operations over France and crashed in enemy
territory and was captured. See below for two photos of the machine after recovery by the Germans.

Shown to left is a drawing of the Black/ White I.D Wing Stripes
as carried by profiles nos 1, 3 & 6. Note these are not the same
as the later Invasion Stripes.
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Most people would be aware by now of the range of kits that Bilek do of the
MiG-19 and MiG-21 in 1/72 scale. There is about 5 kits of various subvariants of both aircraft in the Bilek range. These kits are very valuable to the
modeler of Soviet types as the other available kits of the MiG-19 (KP and
Heller were the most common) are all very old and well past it by now, and
the MiG-21 variants produced by Bilek are the early 'small intake' types that
Fujimi never got around to kitting. Unfortunately Italeri who usually rebox
Bilek kits in their range (such as the Su-22, An-2 and IL-28) have not released these kits so far, thus you have to buy the higher priced Bilek imports
if interested in these types.
As I had originally intended to run the 4th and final part of the MiG-19 series that was started several years ago in this issue, I obtained one of the
MiG-19P kits of the cannon armed all weather interceptor type for review.
Unfortunately do to a lack of time, the article on the 2 seater and recce versions is not in this issue, but will hopefully appear as part of the Eastern
Connection series of articles in an issue very soon.
The kit is very similar in moulding standards to the latest East European
kits that we have seen from several different manufacturers over the last 2-3
years and are thus an improvement over kits such as the Su-22. The panel
lines are much finer in these kits. Ignore the funny looking matt finished areas around each panel line in the photos attached of the sprues. This appears
to be a leftover from some sort of chemical etching process used in production of the moulds. All sign of it should disappear once the parts are painted
after construction.
As with all kits designed with multi variants in mind, the kit breakdown is a
bit confusing. This results in the nose being made up of a number of pieces
(to allow for the different nose types of the variants) which is going to
greatly complicate construction and increase the chances of something not
lining up properly and requiring copious amounts of filler. Also the insert
that adds the radar fitted in the middle of the intake splitter cone is a resin
piece which is solid and will improperly blank off the nose intake trunk.
Problems such as these are not confined of course to Bilek, a lot of those
multi variant Hasegawa kits suffer from similar shortcomings.
Overall the moulding standard is very good, with the only sink mark of note
being the big one on the underneath of the engine exhaust fairing. Actually
the sink mark being so big is an advantage, as the filler will have a much
bigger area to key on to and is much less likely to come out while sanding.
Once again all the multitude of small intakes all over the airframe are separate pieces that have to be glued into position as on the ancient KP kit.

Pt.2 article in issue 13/1 of 'News & Views' were also in this finish.
The decal sheet (printed by Tally Ho) is very good and is illustrated at right.
There are a total of 6 alternatives included. All the choices are natural metal
machines. If you don't like natural metal finishes don't buy the MiG-19P kit
as there were very few camouflaged ones. All the machines in my MiG-19
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Overall a good kit with a few niggling problems as listed above. Word is that
Bilek are going to release a series of MiG-17 kits next year which will gladden the heart of this author of the 'Mig Manifesto' series.

#-12.#56EfKF5%#.'#-gK'8+'9

The most recent model from Dakoplast is a kit of the early production
Yakovlev Yak-7B fighter. This is of an early 7B model aircraft with the rear
cockpit position blanked off by a plywood panel which opened to starboard
to allow access to the fuel tank that occupied the position of the original
rear cockpit in the Yak-7 trainer versions. The tailwheel is of the retractable
type with a single door hinged at the front to close the bay off when in
flight. Slightly later production machines had the retracting tail wheel covered by 2 standard tail wheel doors (one either side) as on most aircraft
types (the doors are still on the sprues by the way as leftovers from the Yak9 kit enabling you to do this type if required).
The kit is very similar in moulding standards to the excellent pair of Yak-9
kits that Dakoplast do in 1/72 scale for those who are familiar with either
the original boxings or the reboxed kits by Eastern Express that have been
available thru NKR Models. The moulds owe a lot to the earlier Yak-9 kits
with many parts being identical.
Those who are familiar with the Yak-9 kits will know that they are
moulded in light grey with finely engraved surface detail. There are by my
count 50 grey parts (2 not used) plus 7 clear (3 not used). Wheel wells are
boxed off and there is a very complete cockpit interior included (panel, seat,
control column and cockpit side walls etc). The canopy is in 3 parts to allow it to be displayed open but like most kits it is a bit thick and would
benefit with replacement by a good vacformed one. Overall a very good kit
of this very important type and much better than any alternative (the Red
Star and Maquette kits are not much chop). Importantly it is also very accurate in shape.

The decal sheet is illustrated at right. There are 3 alternatives included. The
winter camouflaged machine 'Red 65' appears to be an early machine without the retracting tailwheel (fill the tailwheel bay on the model). The second
machine 'White 26' is from 3 IAK (Fighter Aviation Corps) which was a
elite unit opposed to JG52 in the Kuban fighting of 1943. This machine is
fairly well known as it was captured by the Germans (see Red Stars Vol 3
P29 for a photo). Although the instructions don't tell you, the 3rd aircraft
(White 1) is from 434 IAP (and for some reason the Red Stars representing
victories marked '10' on the instructions are not on the decal sheet). Due to
the fact that the decals did not scan that well (the White areas do not show
against the background) I have included a scan of the instruction sheets on
the next page so you can see what the schemes in the kit are. If you want to
know what those colours are marked by Russian designations such as
AMT-7, visit the VVS Colours site at 'http://www.kithobbyist.com/VVS'
which will explain all.

It looks as if Dakoplast are planning a Yak-1 also from these basic moulds,
as the small quarter windows used behind the rear of the canopy sliding
portion are included on the clear sprue. These windows are not used on any
version of the Yak-7. The kit is available for A$18 from NKR Models
(www.nkrmodels.com.au) when in stock (the kit is temp O/S as at 11/12).
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1/$#61.174511-vE'8+'9
This is the first of the new Combat Colours series published
by Scale Aircraft Modeling (SAM) magazine. It features an
extensive array of over 200 color schemes of Me-109E's from
the 1940 period (Jan - Dec 1940). Thus it includes not only
the Battle of Britain but also the operations in Norway and the
Battle of France.
The book covers very well the developement of the various
styles of mottling effects applied to Me-109 fuselages during
this period and the Yellow or White quick recognition markings applied to noses, rudders and wing tips to enable Luftwaffe pilots to differentiate their machines from those of the
RAF at various angles.
To this point the book gives a very good impression. It is
when you start to compare the individual profiles with the
photos of the same machines, most of which are published
elsewhere (there is only a limited number of photos in the actual book), that you realise the shortcomings of this publication (and probably also the other titles in the same series).
The artist used for this series shows some very serious shortcomings in attention to detail when he prepares his profiles. In
many instances the details such as size of fuselage numbers
etc does not match what is clearly shown in the photographic
evidence. In many cases such details are clearly undersized,
the errors apparently being caused by scaling from fuselage
crosses which he has also drawn undersized. I know from experience that photographic interpretation is not easy, having
done my own share of profiles over the years but I would expect a professional artist (who is after all probably being well
paid for his effort) to do much better than this.
Apparently the same problems occur with the 2nd volume in
the series on the Hawker Hurricane. There was a review of
that book on the web ’ Internet Modeler ’ a couple of months
ago which said the same thing - Good book but beware because in many cases the drawings do not match photos of the
same machine. To illustrate what I mean below is the SAM
drawing (taken from their publicity material) followed by my
drawing in the last issue of the same machine 'SW-S Z3971'.

The differences are as follows. :
1) They drew an aerial wire that does not exist.
2) They gave it the Mk.II 'knuckle' style of tail wheel strut. It
should have been the older Mk.I style which was used on machines in the Z3000 production block.
3) They left the presentation name 'Samansthans II' off the
nose.
4) The 'SW-S' codes are too small on their drawing.
5) The anti-glare shield is omitted from above the exhausts
forward of the cockpit.

I will allow you to draw your own conclusions as to the value of this series.
Personally I will probably buy them if I see them at the right price as they
are a good basic coverage of their subjects, but for God's sake if you model
any of the aircraft covered, try to find a copy of the photo of the subject machine and treat their drawings with suspicion till you can confirm the details.
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2001 COMPETITION RESULTS DATABASE
EXPERT
Name

Model

A.Bell

1932 Ford

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Sep

Me 109 G6
Spitfire Mk Vb
Me 109-G6
Beaufighter

80
85

R.Crosskill
C.Davies

RF-4B Phantom

0

0

0

87

0

0

179
84

0

0

189

0

0

89
93
77
259

0
90

84

0

0

88
88

0

0

0

1
1
1
5
1
1
1
1

90

0

0

257

90
90

0

0

0

0

0

0
83
83

0
88.5
88.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
73
85

0

0

0

0

0

437

0
91
89

0

83

0

180

0

180

0

0

88.5

0

0
71
71

0

71

0

0

0
93
93

0

93

Wolfman
Bear with Cubs

93

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

91
91
75

1
1
1

Capri Turbo

A.Manzoli

Mistel V
FW 190 A8 R11
Horten Nachtjager

T34/76
Kubelwagen

95
89
80

Bf 109 G6 Trop
Bf 109- E7

G.Obarzanek

Boeing 737

S.Varhegyi

Mosquito FB VI
Mosquito FB VI
Bismarck

77
75
158

350

184

0
94

0

0

0

0
89

0

0

94
91
91

91

88
88

USS Rio Grande
F/A 18 Hornet
Pilatus PC-6
Benetton B-188 Ford
Lola Indy Car
F-16 CT Falcon
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80

74

0

152

998

88
88

0

0

0

182

0

0

0

0

91

0
92

0

0

0

0

268

0

98
98

539

99
98
81
71
0

0

0

87.4
83

90
88.5
71
93

1
1

91
89

86

1
1

74

King Tiger
Skyraider

89.6

1
1

Volksturm
Kleines Kettenkraftrad

,1

172

73
95

Ta 152
SS Panzer Grenadier
Luftwaffe Fighter Ace

26

627

1
1
1
7
1
1
2
1

Seafire '47
Arado E555
Me 109G6

F-16

83.5

1
1
1

1

Seimens Schukert

G.Wickham

2
1

89

I.Kristensen

M.Nolan

167

92
97

Speedway Sedan

K.Knapp

0

FW190-A8

P.Edouard

Ave.

1

94

Spitfire V
Henschel 129B

No.
1

FW 190 D9
F4U-1a
P-51D

D.Connolly

Totals

87
0

S.Coleman

Oct

80

Sprint Car
B.Chapman

Aug

92

99

250

12
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
6

83.2

91.0
91.0

89.3

89.8

J.Willis

Spitfire Vb

95

Dynavector Wyvern

99
0

A.Zeims

1

Mig-15

0
91

Beaufighter

95

0

0

0

0

0

194

1
194

2
1

97

1

Typhoon Mk1a

95

1

George

77

Frank

79
0

186

0

0

95

0

0

156

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Aug

Sep

Oct

1
1
437

5

87.4

NOVICE
Name

Model

D.Cleary

P-51D Mustang

84

1

Grace
Me 109 E3
P-40 Tomahawk
Dinah

89

0
M.Elst

J.Triantos

C.Cole

89

0

0

448

1
1
1

Hetzer
Panther II

63
69

1
1
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

338

5

Douglas Boston
Hummer

60
58

1
1

Jeep

50

1

57 Chevy
Chev Corvette
Grumman XF5-FI
Grumman XF5-FI
1970 Olds 442
Olds 442 Convertible
WWI Tank
WWI Tank
WWI Tank
Austin Healey Sprite
Stuart
Stuart /Honey
Autogyro
Autogyro Little Nell
Arianne IV
Grumman XF5F-1
George
Whippet MKA

75
84

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
21
1

70
68
53
66
82
80
75
79
63
69
69
66
71
79

Seafury

257
77

237

Tiger
Hurricane IIc
FW 190 D9
Frank
F.Jurgensen

0

68
67
71

327
A.Wood

0

1
1
1
1
5

F-16
Russian Rocket
Sturmgeschutz

338
J.McNeilly

84

90
90
95
275

B-17G
HMS Nelson
DDG2 Charles F Adams

211

206

0

79

61
44
105

1422

82
61
56
0
55

77

0

82

117

0

78
78

0

354

0

0

0

158

77
77

0

0

246

0

72
72

56
47
55

0

103

0

0
52
60
57

0

0

0

0

169
68

Me 262a
B17G
DC3
Robot-Lost in Space
Brabham BMW
Tyrrell P34 6 Wheeler
Mercedes Benz 300SLR

72
0

0

0

0

68

72

,1

212

1
1
1
1
5
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
3

89.6

67.6

67.7

70.8

52.7

61.5

70.7
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IPMS Competition Results 27th Oct
Novice:
Aircraft Large Scale
Name

Model

Points

Award

Dale Cleary

Me 109 E3

90

Gold

Dale Cleary

P-40 Tomahawk

90

Gold

Dale Cleary

Dinah

95

Gold

95

Gold

Jonathan Willis Dynavector Wyvern 99

Gold

John McNeilly

George

61

Bronze

John McNeilly

Whippet MKA

44

Nil

Jonathan Willis Spitfire Vb

AFVs

Motor Vehicles
Chris Cole

Mercedes
300SLR

B e n z 72

Silver

Bruce Chapman FW 190 D9

89

Silver

Bruce Chapman F4U -1a

93

Gold

Bruce Chapman P-51D Mustang

77

Bronze

Gary Wickham F-16 CJ Falcon

98

Gold

Andrew Zeims

George

77

Bronze

Andrew Zeims

Frank

79

Bronze

A. Manzoli

Bf109-G6 Trop

77

Bronze

A. Manzoli

Bf109-E7

75

Bronze

Expert:

Thanks to Steve Varheqyi for compiling the results and onforwarding them to me for publication.
The photos are courtesy of Mick Elst. Thanks to Mick for permission to reproduce them. For those with an Internet connection who are not aware, Mick photographs ALL the
models at every IPMS and APMA meeting (and also the occasional AMMS meeting) with his digital camera and posts them to his website at ‘http://www.fortunecity.com/
skyscraper/siliconex/1710/Link_page.html’ usually within a couple of days after the meeting.
Mick's site includes many more photos than those presented here. There could be anything from 1-6 photos of each model on his site. A visit is greatly recommended.
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Ple a se se n d m e th e c u rre n t vo lu m e o f INm in ia tu re m a g a zin e (4 issu e s).
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• IN miniature Subscription (4 issues) -

A$30.00

Postage included (note distribution is normally by Electronic Format on CD ).
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